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Kepler appreciated the geometric nature of the RP, but his focus was on the orbital mechanics of the planets. A chart constructed using Kepler's rules of planetary motion with the RP's polar axis always vertical would look like a good flat rectangular map of the E.U. He was very satisfied with his own projection but wanted
more because, as he noted, the spirit of the Sky Map Projections are to do all the work with a straightedge and compass. He believed that the simpler projection should be straighter. It had a rectangular shape, could be aligned to a sphere, was easily drawn, and did not cause the lines of latitude and longitude to become

irregular. So he embarked on the development of a new projection - he named it the Rudimentary Projection - which is a cartesian projection of an irregular celestial grid. The Rudimentary Projection is the first projection to have lines of longitude of latitude as rectangles instead of curved lines. 2. It has an unlimited amount of
observation data. We created itbecause the opportunities to collect astrological information hasbeen shrinking. Kepler also has the best resources of any astrologysoftware in the world. Layar: Kepler is your very own online research tool. As youcomplete a report, click the Layar button and your research willbesubmitted in

layar format to the web so that others can explore it.Find out more details about Layar at: http://kepler.alllayar.com/ Astrological Pop-up Reflection: Kepler has a very interestingastrological pop-up reflection. If you feel like practicing, complete thefollowing steps, then let me know what you think. Just close Keplerbefore trying
any of the options: STEP 1: Visit the website: kepler.alllayar.com STEP 2: Go to the Contact page: if you were using the Astrologer tab, then visitthe Contact tab; or if you were using the Astrology Tab, then clickthe Astrology tab. STEP 3: Use the form that is appropriate for you.STEP 4: Follow the instructions to receive a

notification email to tellyou how you did.
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We have a new way to see a table of 200,000 of the most important times - all in one place. Just click on the cell and it will open in the calendar. Kepler7 also has a new feature that allows you to view a Solar Prominence table ofduration, intensity, and time of day for your birth chart in the same way weprovide with Aditi,
MCAT, etc. (see chart below.) In Kepler 7.0, we have also included a new form that allows you to submit astrology and numerology questions to our expert astrologers. Just enter the question and click on the Submit button. Atlas: Kepler comes with an atlas of over 300,000 places and the most up-to-date time zone and

daylight savings timetables. This is absolutely necessary in order to calculate a chart accurately!!! New in Kepler 7.0 is that we have included a Solar Prominence table of duration, intensity, and time of day for your birth chart in the same way that we provide with Aditi, MCAT, and other similar programs. (see chart below.) In
addition we have included our improved world zenith and nadir (not nadir based on local time) as well as some new letter codes. This new Solar Prominence table is the only one to provide a separate Keyword (Hour, Term, Day) column. In Kepler 7.0, we have also included a new form that allows you to submit astrology and
numerology questions to our expert astrologers. Just enter the question and click on the Submit button. Version 7.0 is the first release to allow users to mixand match reports within themselves. You can obtain the same health-related information from two different reportssuch as the Harmonic Highlights from the Harmonic

Evaluation Report and create a new report to show the results if mixing them both together. TheReports tab of the Home page allows users to pick which sets of reports areused, including their own reports, or they can pick a default reportset. For those who would like to have a snapshot look at an entirecharts work, you can
use the View Report option to see entirecharts without having to scroll through to individual charts. Inthis release, every report in Kepler has been updated to include new charts generated when fitting all available ephemeris data. All reports thatwere available in the previous releases are still there and canbe used. You will

find all reports in the System / Home page if you hover over the reports tab when you are viewing the homepage. 5ec8ef588b
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